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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, X* its dual and R a measurable 
space. Let T be a random operator from R x X into X* and q a measurable 
mapping from R into X*. The random equation corresponding to the double 
[r, ‘11 asks for a measurable mapping <: Q -+X such that for all w  E R: 
v(w) = T(o) r(w)* 
The systematic study of random equations was initiated by Spacek [21] and 
HanS [8,9]. They proved random fixed point theorems for contraction 
mappings. Later various random fixed point theorems for singlevalued or 
multivalued mappings was obtained by Prakasa Rao [ 191, Bharucha-Reid 
[2] and Itoh [ 11, 131. Recently, Kannan and Salehi [ 141, Itoh [ 121 and the 
author [ 161 have proved the existence of solutions of random equations with 
singlevalued operators of monotone type. 
It is the purpose of this paper to extend the method of [ 12, 161 in order to 
obtain existence theorems for nonlinear random equations and inequalities 
which contain multivalued operators of monotone type. 
In Section 3 we prove the existence of solutions of random equations with 
densely defined operators of type (M). In Section 4 we treat random 
equations which contain operators of the form L + T, where L : R X X + X* 
is a random maximal monotone operator while T: f2 x X+ 2”. a random 
operator of monotone type. As in the deterministic case (see [5]) we approx- 
imate, for each w  E Q, the operator L(o): X -+ X* by everywhere defined 
maximal monotone operators L,(w) (E > 0). In Section 5 we deal with 
nonlinear random inequalities involving operators of monotone type. 
Let K be a closed convex subset of X, T be a random operator from 
R x K into 2” and q be a measurable mapping from R into X*. The 
nonlinear random inequality corresponding to the double [T, q] asks for a 
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measurable mapping r from f2 into K and an element C(w) E T(o) c(o) such 
that for all x E K and w  E R: 
h(o) - C(w), x - T(o)) < 0. 
In this work, some results from the theory of measurable multifunctions 
(cf. [6, lo]) as well as the selection theorem of Kuratowski and Ryll- 
Nardzewski [ 171 are used in order to obtain random solutions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this work R will denote a complete measurable space with a 
a-algebra s’. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, X* its dual space and 
(x*, x) the pairing between x* in X* and x in X. For A c X, let WC(A) be the 
family of all weakly compact subsets of A and x be the closure of A. If it4 is 
a subset of X* and x an element of X, then (M,x) will denote the set 
((x*, x)(x* E M}. A mapping F: R + 2* is said to be measurable (weakly 
measurable) if for each closed (weakly closed) subset G of X, the set 
F-‘(G) = (o E R: F(w) n G # 0) belongs to &‘. We denote by B(S2, X) the 
set of all measurable mappings <: ~2 +Xsuchthatsup{]]<(o)]],wEQ}<oo. 
The symbols “-+” and “-” are used to denote strong and weak convergence, 
respectively. 
Let F be an operator from X into 2x‘. The graph of F is the subset of 
XX X* given by G(F) = ([ x,x*]: x E D(F), x* E F(x)). F is said to be : (i) 
monotone if (x* -y*, x -y) > 0 for all [x,x*] and [y, y*] in G(F), (ii) 
maximal monotone if it is monotone and its graph is not properly contained 
in the graph of any other monotone operator F, from X into 2x’, (iii) 
generalized pseudo-monotone if for any sequence ( [xn, x,* ] ) in G(F) such 
that x,-x in X, xz - x* in X* and limsup(x,*, x, - x) < 0, we have 
[x, x*] E G(F) and lim(x,*, x,) = (x*,x), (iv) of type (M) if for any sequence 
IIXtI, x,*1} in G(F) such that x, - x in X, x,* - x* in X* and 
limsup(x,*, x, - x) < 0, we have [x, x*] E G(F). 
Let Y and Z be topological spaces. A mapping T from Y into 2’ is said to 
be: (i) upper semicontinuous if, for each x,, in Y and each open set G in Z 
with T(x,) c G there exists a neighborhood U of x0 such that x E U implies 
T(x) c G, (ii) lower semicontinuous if, for each x0 in Y and each open set G 
in Z with T(x,) n G # 0 there exists a neighborhood U of x, such that 
T(x) n G # 0, whenever x E U, (iii) continuous if, it is both lower and upper 
semicontinuous. For a detailed survey of the properties of the above types of 
semicontinuity for multivalued mappings we refer to Berge [ 11. 
Let D be a subset of a Banach space X. For an operator T: Q x D -+ 2x‘, 
we will write T(w) x for the value of T at [w, x] E Q x D. T is said to be 
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random if for any x E D, T(.) x is measurable. A random operator T is 
called coercive if there exists a function c: R ’ + R with lirn,,,c(r) = fco, 
such that (x*,x) > c(\\xl\) . ((x1( f or all w E R, .K E D and x* E T(o) .Y. A 
random operator T is said to be monotone (continuous, etc.) if for each 
w E Q, T(0) is monotone (continuous, etc.). 
3. RANDOM EQUATIONS WITH OPERATORS OF TYPE (M) 
We begin with random equations involving continuous multivalued 
operators in finite dimensional Banach spaces. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a finite dimensional Banach space, and 
T: Q x X--f 2,” be a coercive, continuous random operator. Suppose that for 
each [w, x] E J2 x X, T(w) x is a nonempty, bounded, closed contlex subset of 
X*. Then, for each v E B(R,X*) there exists <E B(Q. X) such that 
q(u) E T(w) <(CO) for all CO E Q. 
ProoJ: For any r7 E B(Q, X*) the operator T,,: Q x X+ 2”’ defined by 
T,(w) ,Y = T(w) x - q(o) satisfies the same assumptions as T. Therefore. it is 
sufficient to prove the proposition when q(w) = 0 for all w E R. By 
[S, Proposition 101, for each w E f2. there exists an element s E X such that 
0 E T(w) x. Let F: B + 2K be a mapping defined by F(w) = 
{x E X: 0 E T(w) x). By the coercivity of T there exists M > 0 such that for 
all [w, JC] E G(F), we have JJx \I < M. Define F,(w) = (x E X: T(w)x f? 
B, f 0), where B, = (J E X*: II.t’ll < l/n); then F(w) = 0, F,(o). For each 
n E k\l, the mapping F, is measurable. Indeed, let G c X and let A be a 
countable dense subset of G. Then 
F,;‘(G) = (w: F,(o)n G f a} 
=(cu:T(w).unB,,#0forsome.~EG} 
= u (w:T(w).unB,#~~} 
I E G 
= u (~:T(~~)anB,fca}. 
n E .4 
Since T is random, F;‘(G) E .&‘. It follows from [ 10, Theorem 3.31 that. for 
each n, the mapping F,(w) =F,(w) has measurable graph. It is true that 
F(U) = n,&(U), b ecause if x E F”(u) for each n, then T(u) x n En # 0 for 
each n, which implies that x E F(u). Thus, F has measurable graph and by 
[ 10, Theorem 3.51 it is measurable. By [ 171, F admits a measurable selection 
<: R -+ X, i.e., there exists r E B(B, X) such that 0 E T(u) c(u). 
409:88.'1.5 
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Remark. Note that for the deterministic case upper semicontinuity is the 
only continuity assumption on T [5, Proposition lo], while for the random 
case in addition to the upper semicontinuity we also need lower semicon- 
tinuity. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let D be a subset of a Banach space X. An operator 
TzD+~~’ is said to be quasi-bounded, if for each M > 0 there exists 
K(M) > 0 such that if [x,x*] E G(T), ]]x]] <M and (x*,x) <MS ]]x]], then 
IIx*ll < ww- 
Next we establish the following existence theorem for random equations 
with operators of type (M). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space and D be a 
subset of X. Let T: l2 x D + 2x’ be a random operator which is of type (M), 
quasi-bounded and coercive. Suppose that there exists a dense linear 
subspace X,, of X which is contained in D such that for each finite- 
dimensional subspace H of X0, the random operator T: R X H + 2” is 
continuous, with X* given its weak topology, while for each w E R and 
x E X0, T(w) x is a bounded, closed and convex subset of X*. Then, for each 
q E B(R, X*) there exists <E B(R, X) such that q(o) E T(w) r(w) for all 
w E R. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem when q(o) = 0 for all w E R. 
Since X is separable and X,, is a dense linear subspace of X, we can find an 
increasing sequence {X,} of finite-dimensional subspaces of X0 such that U, 
X, is dense in X. For simplicity, we set X,, = U, X, . For each n, let j, be the 
injection mapping of X,, into X and j,* the dual mapping of j, . We define a 
random operator T,, : Q x X, -+ 2xk by T,,(w) x =j,*T(w)j,x. By Propo- 
sition 3. l., there exist <, E B(R, X,,) and C,(w) E T(w) c,(w) such that 
0 =j,* C,(w) 
The coerciveness of T implies that 
for all w E R. 
0 = (XL(w), t,(w)) = (L(w)3 t,(w)) 2 411 L(w)ll> . II t,(w)ll. 
It follows from the growth property of c(r) that there exists a constant M > 0 
such that I]&(w)]] < M for all wEQ and nEN. Denote by 
C = (x E X: JI.YI( GM}. For each n, let I-,: R + WC(C) be the mapping 
defined by I‘+(w) = weakcl{ci(w): i > n). Since C is a metrizable separable 
space in the weak topology, the mappings I-, are weakly measurable 
16, p. 671. Then the mapping r: J2 + M(C), where T(w) = 0, T,(w) is also 
weakly measurable [6, Proposition III 41. By [ 171, r admits a weakly 
measurable selection c: a + C, which is also measurable [7, p. 1731. For a 
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fixed w E Q, there exists a subsequence {&(o)} of {&(w)} such that 
&(w) - <(co). Since T is quasi-bounded, the sequence (&Jw)} is bounded in 
X*. We assert that &Jo) - 0 in X *. Indeed, it suffices to show that 
(&(w), x) + 0 as k+ co, for all x E X,, = uk X,. Let x be an arbitrary 
element of X0. Then x E X,,, for some M. Since {X,} is increasing, it follows 
that x E X, for all k > m. Hence (&(w),x) = 0 for all k > m, and so 
lim(&(w), x) = 0. Consequently, 
lim(Ck(u), &(w) - t(w)) = 0. 
Since &(u) - t(o), Ck(w) - 0, and T is assumed to be of type (M). it 
follows that 0 E T(o) c(o). The proof is completed. 
4. PERTURBATIONS OF RANDOM MAXIMAL MONOTONE OPERATORS 
Let X be a Banach space and D a subset of X. An operator T: D + X* is 
said to be det.Gcontinuous if x, + x with x, and x in D implies TX, - TX. 
We apply Theorem 3.3 in order to prove the next result, which is a 
stochastic generalization of Browder and Hess [5, Proposition 13 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space and D,, D, 
are subsets of X. Let L: 0 x D, +X * be a random operator, which is 
demicontinuous and maximal monotone with L(w) 0 = 0 for each w E R, 
and let T: 0 x D, + 2” be a random operator, which is generalized pseudo- 
monotone, quasi-bounded and coercive. Suppose that there exists a dense 
linear subspace X,, of X which is contained in D, such that for each jinite- 
dimensional subspace H of X0, the random operator T: Q x H --) 2x’ is 
continuous, with X* given its weak topology, while for each w E Q and 
x E X,, , T(w) x is a bounded, closed and convex subset of X*. Then, for each 
n E B(R, X*) there exists r E B(R, X) such that n(w) E L(w) T(o) + 
T(w) c(o) for all w E R. 
Proof It is sufficient to prove it for the case v(o) = 0 for all o E R. 
Also, we may assume that X is endowed with a locally uniformly convex 
norm such that the dual norm on X* is also locally uniformly convex (see 
Browder [4, proof of Theorem 3.121). Let J be the duality mapping from X 
into X* defined for a given x E X by J(x) =x*, where (x*,x) = I/XII’, and 
/Ix11 = /Ix* /I. Then J-’ is continuous from the strong topology of X* to the 
strong topology of X. For E > 0, we define an operator L,: a x X--t X* by 
L,(w) x = (L(o)-’ + s.-‘)-I x. The operator L, is single-valued under our 
assumptions on X and X*. We assert that L, is a random operator. Indeed, 
let B be a weakly open subset of X* and A be a countable set dense in B. 
Then, for a fixed x E X, we have 
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{u:L,(u)xEB}= (u:xEL(u)-‘(B)+&.-‘(B)) 
= (u:x-EJ-‘(y)EL(o)-’ (B)forsomejvEB} 
= (o:L(w)(.u-d~‘(4’))EBforsome~EBJ 
= IJ {u:L(u)(x-&J-‘(j’))EB} 
?‘a 
= u (u: L(u)@-&.-‘(a)) E B}. 
aerl 
Since the last set belongs to &‘, L,(a) x is weakly measurable, and by 
[7, p. 1731 it is also measurable. The random operator IV,= L, + T is 
generalized pseudo-monotone [ 151 and satisfies the assumptions of the 
Theorem 3.3. So, there exist elements r, E B(f2, X) and Us E T(o) rE(~~) 
such that 
0 = L,(u) L(u) + LIE(W) for all w E 0. 
Setting u,(w) = L,(w) &(w), we obtain 
It follows from the growth property of C(T) that there exists a constant M > 0 
such that ]] {Jo)]] < M for all E > 0 and u E R. Let (E,) be a sequence of 
positive numbers such that E,,-+ 0. For each II, we set r,(w) = C;JW), 
u,(w) = UJW) and U,(W) = u~~(w). As in the proof of Theorem 3.3. the 
mapping T(w) = n,r,(w), o E f2, where T,(o) = weakcl(&(o): i > n} 
admits a measurable selection r E B(R, X). For a fixed o E 0, there exists a 
subsequence (&(w)} of {<,(c~)} such that &(w) - c(w). Since the sequences 
idu)l and ~L~&J)I are bounded, we may assume (after passing to subse- 
quences) that uk(w) - u(w) in X and ~~(0) - U(W) in X*. Since 
(u,Jw) + uk(o), &(w) - c(u)) = 0, it follows that 
liminf(u,(u). &(u) -r(u)) + limsup(v,(o), &(u) - r(u)) < 0. (1) 
Suppose now that liminf(u,(u), &(u) - r(u)) < 0. By the definition of L, 
there exists yk(u) E D, such that uk(u) = L(u)y,(u) and E~u~(w) = 
J(&(u) - yk(u)). By the monotonicity of L(u) we have 
(4’” - u&J), Y - (lk(U) - ~J’(~&m > 0 
for every [ y, y*] E G(L(u)). Consequently, 
(Y * - u(u), 4’ - W)) 
> liminf( y * - uJu>. Y - (Mu) - E&‘(u&))) 2 0 
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for every [~,y*] E G(L(o)). Since L(o) is maximal monotone, it follows 
that u(w) = L(w) r(w). Therefore? lim(u,(o), (JO)) = (u(w). t(w)). and 
from (1) we conclude that limsup(c,(w), &,(~c)) - r(w)) < 0. Since 
T,(w) - Qo). uk(w) - a(w) and T is assumed to be generalized pseudo- 
monotone. it follows that U(W) E T(o) r(w). Thus, 0 E L(w) r(w) + 
T(w) r(w). In an analogous way, one can prove the assertion of the theorem 
in the case that limsup(v,(o). &(co) - T(w)) < 0. 
Remark. If D, =X, then the assumption of demicontinuity of L is 
redundant (cf. Rockafellar J20]), and the theorem is a simple consequence of 
the Theorem 3.3, since the random operator L + T is generalized pseudo- 
monotone (and, in particular, of type (M)). 
The following Theorem 4.2 is the stochastic analogue of [3. Theorem 19 ]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space and D,, DI 
are subsets of X. Let L: R x D, + X” be a random operator, bchich is linear, 
demicontinuous and maximal monotone, and let T: R x D, -+ 2’. be a 
random operator, Mlhich is of type (M), quasi-bounded and coercive. Suppose 
that there exists a dense linear subspace X0 of X which is contained in D, 
such that for each finite-dimensional subspace H of X0 the random operator 
T: Q x H + 2x- is continuous, with X* given its weak topology. while for 
each o E 0 and x E X,, T(w) x is a bounded, closed and convex subset of 
X*. Then, for each rl E B(J2, X*), there exists [E B(R. X) such that 
q(u) E L(w) <(CO) + T(w) r(w) for all w E Q. 
Proof: We may assume that q(o) = 0 for all w E R. For E > 0, define a 
random operator L,: Q xX+X* by L,(o)x = (L(o))’ + e.-‘)-lx (see 
proof of the Theorem 4.1). Let (X,,} be a sequence of finite-dimensional 
subspaces of X0 such that IJ,, X,, is dense in X. For each n, let j,, be the 
injection mapping of X, into X and j,* the dual mapping of j,. Clearly, the 
random operator B,,: R x X, -+ 2’; defined by B,,(w) = j,*(LXco) + 
T(w))jnx, is continuous and coercive. By Proposition 3.1, there exist 
elements mE E B(Q. X,) and V,,(U) E T(W) mE(o) such that 
for all w E f2. 
Setting u,,(w) = L,(w) C&~(W), we have 
0 = (U,,(~) + VIIE(W)Y L(W)) 
a (v,,(w)3 L(W)) a 4 L<QJ)ll> - II MW)lI. 
It follows from the growth property of c(r) that there exists a constant M > 0 
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such that Ij&,(o)/l < M for all n E N, E > 0 and w E 8. Since LJ,, X, is dense 
in X and the sequence (u,,(w) + u,,(o)},~~ is bounded, we conclude that 
k,(W) + QndW) - 0 in X*asn+co. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.3 the mapping f,(o) = n,f,,,(w). w E R. 
where r,,,(c~) = weakcl {G(o): i > n} admits a measurable selection 
<, E B(R, X). For a fixed w E 0, there exists a subsequence (rkb(~)} of 
K,(w)} such that T,,(QJ) - L(m). W e may assume that there exist elements 
u,(w), u,(w) E X* such that 
he(W) - h(O) and u,Jw) - u,(w) in X* as k + co, 
where u,(w) + ~.Jw) = 0. By the monotonicity of L,(w) we have 
64&J) -L,(w) t-E(W)? &a(~) - L(W)) a 0 
which in turn implies that 
From this inequality we obtain limsup,(tl,,(w), rks(u) - &(w)) < 0. Since T 
is of type (M), it follows that c,(w) E T(u) &(o). Clearly, uk6(u) = 
L,(o) &Jw) if and only if there is L,,(o) in D, such that 
hs(~) = L(w) Mu) and L(w) = La(W) - EJ-‘(4s(~)). 
By the monotonicity of L(o), we have 
(ha(~), L(w) - EJ-‘Gha(W))) > 03 
i.e., (b(~), L(W)) > E - II ~d~)lI*~ S’ mce T is quasi-bounded, it follows that 
there exists C(M, w) > 0, independent of k E N and E > 0, such that 
(u,,(w), b&J)) = (-c,,(w), cIkE(W)) < Cwf, WI. 
Therefore 
E * I/ ~kd~)II = IIGJW) - ~,e(~)ll G & * wf. w)* (2) 
We may assume that n,,(w) - J,(w) in X as k + 00. The weak closedness of 
L implies that u,(o) = L(w) L,(m). Using the weak lower semicontinuity of 
the norm in X, we get from (2) that 
II t@) - Uo>ll < 6 * wf3 WI. 
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Let (E,} be a sequence of positive numbers such that E, + 0 as n + co. 
As above the mapping T(o) = n,, rE,(u), o E Q, where TJw) = 
weakcl {&Jo): i > n} admits a measurable selection < E B(f2, X). For a fixed 
cc) E R, there exists a subsequence of (E,} (which we denote again by (E,,)) 
such that 
T,(w) = L”W - &f-J), U”(W) = U,“+J) - u(w) 
and V”(W) = v&J) - v(u). 
Clearly, &JO) = &Jo) - c(w). S’ mce L is weakly closed, it follows that 
u(w) = L(o) r(o). Setting y,(w) = r,(w) - 1,(w) and using the monotonicity 
of L(o), we obtain from 
0 < (u,(w) - u(w), l”(U) - T(o)) 
= (-v,(u) - u(w), r&J> - Y,(O) - r(o)) 
that 
limsup(v,(o), t,(w) - t(u)) < 0. 
which implies that v(w) E T(w) r(w) since T is of type (M). Thus 
0 = u(w) + U(W) E L(w) T(w) + T(o) r(w), which completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Remarks. (1) If D, =X, then the random operator L need only to be 
linear and monotone, and the theorem is a consequence of the Theorem 3.3, 
since the random operator L + T is of type (M) [ 181. 
(2) It will be of interest to prove the theorems in this section for the 
case where L is a multivalued random maximal monotone operator. 
5. NONLINEAR RANDOM INEQUALITIES 
In this section we deal with nonlinear random inequalities involving 
multivalued operators of monotone type. The key to the following results is 
the next 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space and K be 
a closed convex subset of X such that 0 E K. Let H be a finite-dimensional 
subspace of X and T: f2 x (K n H) -+ 2x’ be a coercive random operator. 
Suppose that T is continuous, with X* given its weak topology, while for 
each [w, x] E ~2 x (K n H), T(o) x is a nonempty, bounded, closed and 
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cornm subset of X”. Then there exist C E B(R, K n H) and 
[(CO) E T(w) T(w) such that 
(C(w), am) - -x) < 0. forallxEKnHandwER. 
ProoJ By Browder and Hess [S, Proposition 161, for each w E R, there 
exist y E D = K n H and z E T(w) J! such that 
(z,y-x)<O for all x E D. 
Define the mapping F: R + 2D by setting 
F(w) = (J’ E D: 3 z E T(w))‘. such that (z,J~ - x) < 0 for all x E D}. 
Let (x,} be an infinite sequence of points in D whose union is dense in D. 
Note that 
F(w)= fi (yED:3zET(w).rwith(z,~r-x,)<O}. 
?7=I 
In order to prove that F is measurable, it suffices to show that for a given 
x E D the mapping 
G(o) = { ~7 E D: 3 z E T(w)J with (z,~ -x) < O), 
is measurable. Setting B, = (x E Ip: d(x, IV ) < l/k), we define G,: a + 2” 
by Gk(u) = (4’ E D: (T(uJ)J~,~ -x) n B, # 0). Then we have G(w) = 
ok G,(o). We assert that for each k, G, is measurable. Indeed, let B c D 
and A be a countable dense subset of B. then 
G;‘(B) = (co: G,(o)n B # 0} 
= (w: (T(w)y,y-x)nB,#0 for some YE B} 
= (o:(T(w)a,a-x)nB,#0 for some aEA} 
= a(J4 (CO: (T(o)a.a-x)nB,#O). 
Since T is random, G;‘(B) E .~d, and by [lo] Gk has measurable graph. We 
have G(o) = ok G,(w), since if-v E Gk(w) for each k, then (T(o)y,y -x) n 
pk # 0 for each k, which implies that 1’ E G(o). Hence G has measurable 
graph, and by [ 10, Theorem 3.51 G is measurable, Thus the mapping F is 
measurable. Since T is coercive, there exists M > 0 such that for all 
[u,J~] E G(F), we have ]( y]] < M. By [ 171, F admits a measurable selection 
<: Q + D, i.e., there exist <E B(f2, K n H) and C(w) E 7’(o) r(o) such that 
(C(w), r(o) - x) < 0 for all xE KnH. 
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DEFINITION 5.2. Let K be a closed convex subset of the reflexive Banach 
space X, and T an operator from K into 2x*. Then T is said to be generalized 
pseudo-monotone, if the following conditions hold: 
(i) For each x E K, the set T(x) is nonempty. bounded. closed and 
convex in X*. 
(ii) For each finite-dimensional subspace H of X. T is continuous 
from K f7 H into 2.“, with X* given its weak topology. 
(iii) If { [x,,, x,*1 } is a sequence in G(T) such that x, - x E K, 
x,T - x * E X* and limsup(x,*, x, -x) < 0 then [x-x*] E G(T) and 
lim(x,*, x,) = (x*,x). 
The deterministic result corresponding to the following theorem was 
treated in [ 15). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space, K a closed 
convex subset of X with 0 E K, and T: Q x K -+ 2.‘- a random operator 
which is generalized pseudo-monotone, quasi-bounded and coercive. Then. for 
each q E B(O, X*), there exist r E B(R, K) and C(w) E T(o) l(w) such that 
(v(w) - C(O)? x - r(w)) < 0 
for all x E K and w E Q. 
Proof: We may assume that q(w) = 0 for all w E 8. Let (x,} be an 
infinite sequence of points in K whose union is dense in K with x, = 0. For 
each n, let X, be the linear subspace spanned by ix,, x2,..., xn}. By the 
previous proposition, for each n there exist r,, E B(l2, K n X,,) and 
C,(o) E T(w) C&(W) such that 
CC,(w), r”(w) -xl ,< 0 forall xEKnX, and oEQ. 
Since 0 E K n X, for each n, it follows that 
41 Mw)ll) . II L(~)ll G (L(w), T,(w)) < 0. 
By the coercivity of T there exists M > 0 such that ]]<,(w)]] < A4 for all 
H E N and w E R. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, there exists r E B(Q, K) 
such that, for a fixed o E 0, there is a subsequence {&(w)} of {r,(w)} which 
converges weakly to t(o). By quasi-boundedness of T, the sequence (&(w)} 
is bounded, and we may therefore assume that &(w) 2 c(o) in X*. We 
assert that 
limsup(C,(w), &(w) - x) < 0 for all x E K = cl 
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Since the sequence (&(w)} is bounded, it sufftces to show that 
limw(C,(u), Mu) - -u) < 0 for all x E U (K f7 X,). 
k 
Let x be any element of U, (K n X,). Then x lies in K 17 X, for some m, 
and since {K ~7 X,} increases with k, x E K f? X, for all k > m. Hence, for 
k > m ([,Jw), &(w) -x) < 0, which in turn implies that limsup(<,(o), 
r,(w) -x) < 0. For x = r(w) E K we have limsup([,(co), &(w) - r(o)) < 0. 
Since T is generalized pseudo-monotone, it follows that C(w) E T(w) T(w) 
and lim,(C,(w). &(w)) = (C(w), t(u)). Finally, (3) gives (C(u), t(u) -x) < 0 
for all x E K. 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let X be a Banach space, K a subset of X and L a 
monotone operator from D(L) c X into X *. L is said to be compatible with 
K if the following condition is satisfied: For any x E K there exists a 
sequence (xm} in K n&L) such that 
x,+x in X and limsup(L(x,), x, - x) < 0. 
The deterministic case corresponding to the next theorem was obtained by 
the author in [ 151 (cf. Brezis [3, Theorem 331). 
THEOREM 5.5. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space, K a closed 
convex subset of X with 0 E K, and T: R X K + 2’. a random operator 
which is generalized pseudo-monotone, quasi-bounded and coercive. For 
D c X, let L: Q x D +X* be a demicontinuous maximal monotone random 
operator, such that L is compatible with K and L(w) 0 = 0 for all w E R. 
Then, for each n E B(a, X*) there exist <E B(R, K) and c(w) E T(w) r(w) 
such that 
(v(w), x - r(w)) - (&fJ)v x - T(w)) - (L(w) r(w)? x - C(o)) G 0 
forallxEKnDandwER. 
Prooj As before we may assume that q(o) = 0 for all w E f2. For E > 0, 
we define L,: R x X+X* by L,(o) x = (L(W))’ + EJ~I)-’ x. Then, L, is a 
maximal monotone random operator. By Lemma in [ 151 L, + T is 
generalized pseudo-monotone, and Theorem 5.3 implies that there exist 
r, E B(Q, K) and &(w) E T(w) &(w) such that 
K,(o), <E(W) - x) + (L,(u) <E(O). <E(~) - x) < 0 
for all x E K and w E 52. Taking x = 0, we obtain 
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which implies 
(a~)? UQJ)) < 0 for all w E f2. 
It follows from the growth property of T that there exists a constant M > 0. 
such that III&(o)II < A4 for all E > 0 and o E Q. Setting u,(w) = L,(w) rs(w), 
we get that u,(w) = L(w) AJo), where A,(w) = &(w) - EJ-‘(u,(w)). By the 
monotonicity of L we have 
(%(~), L(W) - EJ- 1(%(d) > 0. 
i.e., (u,(w), L(m)) 2 E . II 4(~)lI*. S ince T is quasi-bounded, it follows that 
there exists C(M, o) > 0, independent of E > 0, such that 
(u,(w)7 L(w)) < (-C,(w)&(w)) < C2P, 0). 
Therefore. 
Let {en} be a sequence of positive numbers such that E, + 0 as n -+ co. Then 
the mapping T(o) = 0, m(w), o E Q, where f,(o) = weakcl I&(W): i >, n) 
admits a measurable selection r E S(J2, K). For a fixed w E Q, there exists a 
subsequence of (E, } (which we denote again by (E,}) such that 
t,(w) = tin(w) - t(o) in X and I;,(w) = C,(w) - C(w) in X*. 
Setting u,(w) = u,“(w) and A,,(O) = AC,(o), we have 
CC,C~>~ r,(w) --y) 
+ (u,(w), 4,(w) + q,J-‘(q,(4) -xl < 0 
which implies that 
for all x E K, 
CL(~), r&J, --xl + Mw), &(w) --y) < 0 for all x E K. 
Using the monotonicity of L(w), we obtain 
(C,(w), C,(w) --u) + (L(o) -K, An(O) - x) < 0 for all x E K CI D, 
which for n + co gives 
limsw(C,(o)9 Cl&) -xl < (L(w) x. x - C(QJ)) for all x E K f7 D. (4) 
Since L is compatible with K there exists a sequence (xJw)} in K f-7 D such 
that x,,Jo) - t(w) and limsup(L(w) x,(w), x,(o) - c(w)) < 0. From 
(C&J). r,(w) - T(o)) = (C,(w), r,(o) - x,(w)) + CLCW,, -??A~) - 5(W))? 
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and inequality (4), we conclude that 
Let m + co. then we get 
limsup(L(w), t,(w) - t(w)) < 0, 
which implies that c(w) E T(w) r(o) and (C,(w), r,(w)) + (C(w), r(o)). since 
T is generalized pseudo-monotone. Then relation (4) gives 
(C(w), r(w) - -y) + (UQJ) x’, T(w) - .y) < 0 
for all x E K n D, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
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